Veterinarian

By: estefany GP
Why did I choose this career?

- I love animals
- I love to take care of them
- Caring for animals makes me feel good
- This career seems interesting
- Veterinarians make good money
Describe the career

- Veterinarian is someone who takes part in the health and well being of animals and their environment
To be a veterinarian you must be good with animals. You must also be able to deal with situations that may seem unpleasant. Make sure that if you are a veterinarian you should not have a problem with being in your feet a lot. Practicing in science and math help to do well in this field of health science. A 4 year college or university degree is needed along with veterinary Medicine school. Internships at local animals clinics to help to gather experience and scholarship.
Salary for career

- The average salary of veterinarians is 86,640 a year
- The most people can make in this job 200,000 annually
Learned about veterinarian

- One thing i learned is other then 4 years of collage they also have to take a Doctor of veterinary Medicine degree
- They also required to complete supervised clinical hours where they treat and diagnose animals patients
Disadvantages

- Still so much studying even after graduating from a veterinarian school
- Vet often have long hours of work
- Hardest thing to do as a vet it putting sick animals to sleep